Background
Introduction
Social inequalities have been extensively studied in relation to physical and mental health. Typically a 'social gradient' has been identified, in which those of a higher socioeconomic status (SES) have better health outcomes than those with lower SES. This difference exists across the entire socioeconomic classification; for example, people just below the top do worse than those on the top. Social gradients have been shown in many physical disorders including coronary heart disease (1-4) and high blood pressure (5) . A systematic review of social inequalities in anxiety and depression reported that the majority of studies found an association between lower social status and higher prevalence of these disorders (6) .
A large number of studies have addressed the role of socio-economic status (SES) in antisocial behaviour (7) . Many studies have found children from low-SES backgrounds show higher prevalence rates or mean symptom counts of antisocial behavioural problems (8-11); although this relationship has not always been found (12) . Most of these studies have treated SES as a dichotomy and examined the differences between the low-and high-SES groups; less attention has been paid to differences in prevalence across the entire range of economic advantage. Social gradients, however, have been documented by Dodge, Pettit and Bates (13) . They did find decreasing levels of externalising problems amongst pre-schoolers and young children with increases in socioeconomic class, suggesting that the difference exists not only between the poor and the better-off. A similar gradient in the prevalence of conduct disorder, with decreasing levels across income quintiles, was reported by Emerson, Graham and Hatton (14) amongst children and adolescents aged 5-15 years. However, such gradients have not been systematically studied across different forms of antisocial behaviour. This points toward the need for a thorough examination of gradients in behavioural disorders and its potential implications.
Antisocial behaviour is a heterogeneous concept and includes a wide range of disruptive and/or aggressive behaviours, from persistent rule-breaking through to physical aggression.
To address in part the heterogeneity within antisocial behaviour, these behaviours can be grouped to form diagnostic criteria for two sub-types of antisocial behaviour: conduct disorder (CD), which involves behaviours such as physical fighting, vandalism, stealing and lying (15) ; and oppositional-defiant disorder (ODD; 15) consisting of disobedience, irritability and hurtfulness. Furthermore, a distinction between physical aggression and nonphysically aggressive rule breaking may be made to sub-categorise CD (16) . Symptoms characterising the presence of ODD may be further sub-divided to form symptom subscales, such as irritability, hurtfulness, and headstrongness (17) . More recently, research has indicated that the presence of callous-unemotional (CU) traits, associated with low levels of empathy and guilt (18) , might index a distinctive dimension of antisocial behaviour (19) .
Importantly, these aforementioned subtypes of antisocial behaviour have been shown to display heterogeneity in terms of their risk factors, prognosis and intervention response (20) .
In this paper we aim to address the limitations in the current literature, (1) by examining the income gradients across heterogeneous antisocial outcomes and (2) by investigating the shapes of the effect of income on these behaviours. In a large scale community sample of children and adolescents aged 5-16, we study whether social gradients differ between ODD and CD, and between their associated subscales and callous-unemotional traits.
Method

Sample and Data Collection
The data for this study were taken from the Mental Health of Children and Young People in Great Britain -2004 survey (B-CAMHS04, 2004); full study details are described elsewhere (21) . In summary, a sample of 10486 eligible addresses, drawn from the Child Benefit Records (a centralised register of families receiving the state benefit for each child in the family, which at the time was provided universally) were approached for interview. Of these, 7977 (response rate=76%) responded with sufficient information for diagnostic classification.
The remaining families either declined or could not be traced. Parents and young people aged 11 and older were interviewed alone. For the younger children, their parent report was collected. A teacher questionnaire was also sent out where parents provided consent; teacher data were collected for 78% of participants (6236 of 7977). All study procedures received multi-centre ethics approval.
Measures
The interview schedule administered to parents and older children contained both demographic questions and a series of psychopathological assessments, which will be described in turn.
ODD and CD diagnoses
The Development and Well-Being Assessment (DAWBA; 22) was administered to parents (and to children aged 11 and older). This includes forced choice questions complemented by open-ended questions to provide a bigger picture of behavioural symptoms or difficulties. A shorter version of the DAWBA was administered to teachers. The clinical utility of the DAWBA, and its ability to permit diagnoses without detailed assessment and discriminate community and clinical samples, has been demonstrated elsewhere (22, 23) . For each child, responses from all reporters were combined to generate diagnoses of presence or absence of oppositional-defiant disorder (ODD) and conduct disorder (CD), according to the criteria described in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-IV-TR; 15).
The use of cross-reporter data allowed behaviours that may not be exhibited at home to be captured. These diagnoses were then reviewed by experienced clinical raters who assessed the information from all sources and additional notes. In contrast to the DSM-IV guidelines (15) , both ODD and CD diagnoses were allowed for the same individual in the dataset. Given our desire to use both measures, and to address the high comorbidity shared by these two disorders, we recoded these diagnoses in line with the manual guidelines, so that where both ODD and CD criteria were met, only a diagnosis of CD was given to the individual.
Antisocial behaviour subscales
Whilst ODD and CD diagnoses constitute the overall indication of child's problematic behaviour, items within the Awkward and Troublesome Behaviour section of the DAWBA offered the opportunity to examine subtypes of antisocial behaviour in greater detail. These behavioural difficulty symptoms were assessed on a 3-point Likert scale: not true (0), partly true (1) and certainly true (2) . When administering the DAWBA to parents and young people, 'skip rules', based on the relevant Strength and Difficulties Questionnaire score (SDQ; 24) and a screening question asked at the beginning of each symptom section, were used to omit questions if a diagnosis in a particular area was unlikely. Skip rules, however, were not in force for teachers, hence they provided more complete symptom-level data. Therefore our symptom count data are based only on report of teachers.
Following DSM-5 (25) and previous research on oppositionality (17) , ODD symptom questions were grouped to form 3 subscales measuring irritability (e.g., temper tantrums, being angry and resentful), headstrongness (e.g., disobedience, arguing with adults), hurtfulness (e.g., being spiteful). As suggested in the literature (16) , CD symptom items were grouped to form aggressive and nonaggressive behaviour dimensions.
A parent-report measure of callous-unemotional traits (CU) was also administered alongside the DAWBA. This consisted of 7 statements as described in Moran, Ford, Butler and Goodman (26) , each assessed by the parent on a 3-point Likert scale coded as not true (0), partly true (1) and certainly true (2) . The questions included perceiving a child as coldblooded or callous, shallow, not keeping promises and not being genuinely sorry if s/he hurt someone; for example, 'Has shallow and fast-changing emotions?', 'Genuine in expression of his/her emotions?'. This measure has been shown to be highly correlated at 0.81 with the CU component of the Antisocial Process Screening Device (19) .
To confirm hypothesised grouping of these antisocial symptoms subscales into the six distinct dimensions described above, a series of confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) was performed with symptom questions treated as categorical indicators using weighted least square parameter estimates (WLSMV). The 6-factor model ( ²=1104.23, df=284, CFI=0.992, RMSEA=0.023) gave a satisfactory fit under the fit index criteria suggested by Hu and Bentler (27) , and better fit than alternative potentially competing factor solutions such as: a 3-factor model with relevant ODD and CD subscales as well as CU traits treated as three separate factors ( ²=1539.335, df=296, CFI=0.988, RMSEA=0.028); and a 1-factor model comprising a single general antisocial behaviour dimension measured by all items ( ²=5015.703, df=299, CFI=0.954, RMSEA=0.053). Comparisons of the model fit indices showed that the hypothesised 6-factor model fits the data best. The antisocial behaviour symptom items loading on to each factor presented good reliability in the current dataset ( >=.70) with the exception of nonaggressive conduct symptoms ( =.58) and CU measure ( =.67). (Note: for the purpose of computing descriptive statistics, observed scales scores were used).
Income
Family income was used as a proxy measure of socioeconomic status; caregivers were asked to indicate their annual household gross income from all sources on a 22 point ordinal scale; the values ranged from 'no source of income' (0) to '£40,000 or more' (21) . These were then grouped to form income quintiles as follows 1 st : no income -£11 999, 2 nd : £12 000 -£19 999, 3 rd : £20 000 -£29 999, 4 th : £30 000 -£39 999, 5 th : £40 000 or more.
Covariates
B-CAMHS04 measured a number of demographic variables that might confound the relationship of SES and antisocial behaviour. As such these were used as covariates in our analyses. Specifically these were the number of children in a household; family type [coded 'married' (1), 'cohabiting' (2) 
Data analyses
Since ODD and CD diagnoses are systematically related to our symptom subscales (that is irritability, headstrongness, hurtfulness, aggressive and non-aggressive behaviours as well as CU traits), the analyses were run as two separate series of models. In the first series, the clinical diagnoses of ODD and CD [both coded 'No diagnosis' (0), 'Diagnosis present' (1)]
were the two outcomes modelled simultaneously, each predicted by income (coded into quintiles, which were modelled by four dummy variables) and adjusted for a range of household composition variables described above. This series of competing path analysis models were estimated using maximum likelihood with conventional standard errors (ML; 28). The second series of analyses used a set of structural equation models to test for finegrained differences between antisocial subtypes by using the six symptom subscales as outcomes, each symptom represented by a latent variable measured by the respective set of indicator items, with income quintiles and potentially confounding variables as the predictors.
For both series of models, the testing comprised three stages. First, the shape of the income gradient (i.e. the effect of the income, coded into quintile groups) was formally tested by comparing the competing models described in Table 2 . Specifically we started with a free (unconstrained) model estimating free gradients for both outcomes, i.e. differences in ODD (and CD) between any pair of quintiles were free to differ, and compared this against: a cubic model fixing the middle two quintile comparisons to be the same (i.e., a linear effect of income for those between bottom and top 20% of income); a curvilinear model, fixing the first three quintile comparisons to be the same and the last free; and a fully constrained model which forced a linear relationship between income and antisocial outcomes. We ascertained the best-fitting shape through comparing these nested models using either the Wald test of parameter constraints for ODD and CD; or the DIFFTEST procedure for antisocial subscales (28, p.625). Second, having established the shape of the income-antisocial behaviour relationship for both sets of outcomes, the invariance of the gradient was tested between the outcomes within each set (that is, ODD vs CD; and between the six antisocial subscales respectively). In this stage, we fitted competing models allowing entire gradients to differ At each of the three stages in both series of models, income quintiles were dummy coded using backward difference contrasts so that each quintile other than the first was represented by a contrast providing a test of outcome levels between that quintile against the preceding quintile. Likewise, the effect of the income quintiles was always assessed whilst controlling for the potentially confounding demographic variables outlined above; unadjusted (i.e.
without covariates) income results are presented in Tables 3a and 3b . Due to incomplete data on key study measures, the sample sizes used in these sets of models were different; 6965 in the model predicting diagnoses of ODD and CD, and 5043 when the antisocial latent factors were the outcomes. Due to large sample size in the following analyses, the significance of the results was tested at three levels, namely p<. 
Missing data
Teacher report was used for symptom-level data measuring antisocial subscales; the characteristics of children excluded from the analyses due to missing information compared to the final sample are presented in Table A (Online supplement). Briefly, children with missing teacher data were significantly older, less likely to be brought up in wealthy neighbourhoods, have a carer with high degree and live with married parents. With the exception of age (Cohen's d=0.296), the effects sizes of these differences were small (Cramer's V<0.06). Response was not significantly related to gender and household size.
However, children excluded from the analyses were more likely to have abnormal (>=17; 24)
SDQ Total Difficulties scores as reported by a parent (Cramer's V=0.05). These differences were not large and therefore are unlikely to affect current study's findings. Consequently,
listwise deletion was applied to all missing data.
Results
Sample description
7977 children (51.5% boys) were initially included in this study with mean age 10.54 (range:
5-16). ODD and CD prevalence rates were 2.7% and 2.2% respectively. Chi-square test indicated significant gender differences in prevalence rates; boys had higher rates of ODD (3.5% vs. 1.8%) and CD (2.8% vs. 1.4%) than girls (all p<.001). Similarly, significant gender differences were found for all other antisocial outcomes: callous-unemotional traits, irritability, headstrongness, hurtfulness, aggressive and nonaggressive behaviours; with higher symptom mean counts amongst boys (Mann-Whitney U, p<.001). The mean scores for antisocial subscales as well as non-parametric (Spearman's Rank) correlations between the outcomes (ranging from .18 to .68) are presented in Table B (Online supplement).
Income gradients and shape testing ODD and CD
The unadjusted prevalence rates of ODD and CD across income quintiles are presented in Table 1 . The prevalence decreases with increasing income across the strata for both disorders showing a clear gradient, the only exception being between the 4 th and the 5 th income quintiles for ODD diagnosis.
As described in the data analysis section, the shape of the gradient was formally tested in a series of competing models including covariates; and the results are presented in Table 2 . The
Wald test of parameter constraints showed that the cubic shape fitted the data best, and alternative models of curvilinear or linear shapes were significantly worse than the free (i.e. baseline) model. This finding suggests that gradients are non-linear; there is a linear effect for the two middle comparisons (i.e. 3 rd and 2 nd quintile, and 4 th and 3 rd ), suggesting parallel improvement in behavioural outcomes as family moves to a higher income quintile. This effect, however, does not hold at low-and high-income extremes where less variation is present. For ease of interpretation, the gradient results were plotted against the probability of each symptom occurring (as opposed to the odds) and are presented in Figures A1 and A2 respectively (Online supplement). These figures show differences in the probability of ODD or CD diagnoses across income quintiles, with the steepest changes in probability occurring in comparisons of the three middle income quintiles.
Antisocial subscales Table 1 presents social gradients in the antisocial behaviour subscales showing the gradual decrease in mean symptom count alongside increasing income. This trend was found across the entire socioeconomic classification and across all antisocial outcomes studied. In all inferential analyses, latent antisocial factors were used and separate models run to test four alternative shapes (see Table 2 ). All models had satisfactory fit (CFI>0.95, RMSEA<0.06); the cubic model was not significantly worse than the free baseline model. In contrast, both curvilinear and linear models were significantly worse showing that a cubic-like shape fits income gradients in antisocial behaviour best. These significant differences held when curvilinear and linear models were compared against the cubic model (p<0.01). These findings are of similar shape to the gradient described for diagnoses of ODD and CD.
Are gradients heterogeneous across antisocial outcomes?
ODD and CD
In order to test whether income gradients differ between ODD and CD, the free cubic model including previously mentioned covariates was firstly estimated for both outcomes, allowing gradients to differ across the outcomes. Income gradients were then constrained to be equal for both outcomes (i.e. the null hypothesis) and tested in a range of intermediate steps as
described in the data analysis section. Starting with the free model (Model 1), certain parts of the cubic gradients were subsequently fixed to be equal across both outcomes (Model 2, 3a, 3b); finally, the fully fixed model (Model 4) was estimated (see Table C were no significant gradient differences between these two disorders. Further constraint of parental education and family employment status to be the same across the outcomes was non-significant (p>0.05). This suggests that the updated model is not significantly worse than the less constrained one, hence these additional constraints were included in the final model.
Complete model results of the most parsimonious (i.e. fixed) model are presented in Table   3a , and the free model with no constraints imposed is presented in Table D (Online   supplement) . After controlling for potentially confounding variables, significant differences were found between the first four quintiles in the model fixing ODD and CD gradients to be the same. It has been found that children from higher quintiles were significantly less likely to be diagnosed with ODD and CD than children in the preceding (i.e. lower) income quintile. This trend was maintained between the 4 th and the 5 th quintiles, yet was no longer significant after including covariates in the model. Odds ratios show that children in the 2 nd quintile are 26% less likely to be diagnosed than those in the first quintile; this further increased to 51% for the comparisons between the 3 rd and the 2 nd quintiles as well as the 4 th and the 3 rd . Finally, children from the most affluent families were 22% less likely to have the disorder than those in the 4 th quintile. Two other SES indicators were fixed across the outcomes showing that having both or one parent working (versus none) is associated with a significantly lower probability of being diagnosed with ODD or CD. Similar trend was found for parental education, where higher qualifications were associated with better behavioural outcomes.
Antisocial subscales
The best-fitting cubic shape for six latent antisocial factors, as described in an earlier section was tested across six antisocial outcomes to examine whether income gradients differ across heterogeneous forms of antisocial behaviour. As described previously, the DIFFTEST was used to compare a tested model against the free model (i.e. Model 1). As shown in Table C (Online Supplement), none of the tested models were significantly worse than the free model which allowed cubic gradients to differ between the outcomes. This suggests that cubic-like gradients do not significantly differ across antisocial subscales and the fixed and the most parsimonious model is satisfactory. Detailed model results are presented in Table 3b with all income as well as parental education and family employment status effects fixed across the outcomes. Additionally constraining the other SES indicators (i.e., parental education and family employment) to be equal across the outcomes did not significantly worsen the model fit; hence these estimates are fixed in the final model. All the quintile comparisons were significant and negative, suggesting lower antisocial scores for children from higher income families irrespective of the type of behaviour measured. This was also true before adjustment for relevant covariates, though coefficients were larger in magnitude. As in the first set of models, having at least one parent employed or higher qualifications were associated with lower levels of antisocial behaviour among children. The free (unconstrained) model results are presented in Table E (Online supplement) .
Discussion
The primary aim of this study was to investigate the form of income gradients across different forms of antisocial behaviour. The B-CAMHS04 survey has a number of strengths for addressing this aim. These include a large size sampled from the whole income range and derived from across Great Britain with detailed measurement of a range of antisocial behaviour constructs.
Non-linear income gradients
As hypothesised, clear income gradients were found among all antisocial behaviours studied; differences in the prevalence of disruptive behaviours exist across the entire socioeconomic classification. There is no threshold below which all behavioural problems accumulate and above which there is an equally low level of such difficulties. After adjusting for a range of covariates, such as marital status or number of children in family, income remained a significant predictor of all antisocial behaviours studied and similar gradients were found. In some ways the income gradient in CU might be seen as unexpected because these traits have been found to be highly heritable (30) . Children with CU however, constitute a heterogeneous group with low-anxious primary and high-anxious secondary variants of CU traits (e.g., 31) which may have distinct aetiologies, primarily genetic and environmental respectively. The existence of clear income gradients and significant environmental predictors of CU traits in this study (e.g. marital status, parental education) may suggest the predominance of secondary CU traits in our community sample.
Our findings showed that the effect of income on behavioural problems is monotonic and there is a continuous decrease in disorder prevalence rates or mean symptom counts; the effect was found to be non-linear. As previously described, rates of such problems are generally low in community samples and behaviour simply cannot continuously improve with increases in income. On the other hand, despite decreases in income at the low extreme, levels of behaviour problems seem to flatten off (as showed in the best-fitting model for both sets of outcomes). This indicates that income differentially affects specific income groups tested in the model; below a certain low-income level, less money has a relatively smaller effect on antisocial behaviour outcome measures. These effects, however, are net of other potential confounds and mechanisms likely to be involved in explaining the association between income and antisocial behaviours (13) ; this warns further investigation.
Only a few past studies have explicitly investigated the idea of gradients in child and adolescent behavioural problems (e.g., 13, 14) , with the former indicating a linear decrease in teacher-reported externalising problems across increasing SES as measured by the Hollingshead's 4-factor index (i.e., parental education and occupation). In this study we found a cubic shaped fit the data best for all antisocial dimensions tested. There was a linear decrease in antisocial behaviour for the middle income categories with less pronounced effect at both extremes. However, income quintiles cannot be directly compared to the Hollingshead SES index based on parental education and occupation which does not necessarily reflect the actual income. This could explain the discrepancy between the shape of previously identified gradients (13) and those in the present work. Alternatively, this could also be accounted for by the substantially larger sample size in the current study providing the power to detect nonlinear effects.
As outlined in the introduction, existing evidence on the association between income and broad operationalisations of antisocial behaviour presents mixed results with some studies reporting income as a significant predictor (e.g., 32, 33) and some suggesting otherwise (e.g.,
34
). One possibility is that when looking at the effects of income on behavioural disorders, sampling from a wide range of incomes may be important. Given the cubic trends that we have identified, a weaker effect of income in studies focussing on low-SES or deprived samples would be expected (e.g., 35).
Gradients across antisocial behaviours
When gradients were tested across the outcomes, no significant differences were found in either set of models; indicating the similarity of the gradients. Despite the heterogeneous nature of antisocial behaviour, income showed the same effect on all behaviours included in the current study when correlations between the outcomes were allowed in the model. This suggests that the similarity of the gradients does not result from the between-measure correlations, which were small to moderate in size in the analysis sample.
In the final set of analyses, an additional constraint of the two SES indicators (i.e., parental education and family employment status) was tested. The best fitting model showed the effects of these parental factors are not only significantly associated with antisocial behaviour but also seem to exhibit the same effect on different forms of antisocial behaviour. This was an exploratory analysis however, and this finding requires further investigation into the relations between a range of SES indicators and antisocial behaviour as well as potential gradient tendencies.
Strengths and weaknesses
Our study provides a strong basis for addressing social gradients in a range of antisocial behaviours as well as potential differences between such gradients. However, the results must be considered in the light of a number of limitations. It was a cross-sectional study which does not enable us to definitively identify causal relationships. A further limitation concerns the categorical measurement of income; a continuous measure of income was not available in the B-CAMHS04 dataset. Some of our analyses, in particular those investigating the shape of the gradients would have benefited from a continuous income measure allowing estimation of polynomial shape parameters. In some ways, however, quintiles are less vulnerable to bias when studying income gradients as errors of estimation of income within quintiles (for example, omission of benefits) would not affect the gradients; the order of families remains preserved. Also, teacher data representing antisocial subscales may not capture all the antisocial behaviours that children engaged in and it remains in question whether similar gradients can be found when using data from other informants in particular children and adolescents themselves. Finally, future studies should explore the nature of income gradients in antisocial behaviour subtypes that could not be differentiated in the dataset, such as those based on developmental trajectory (36).
Implications
Our findings highlight the importance of studying samples with a full range of income to explore the effects that SES may have on all children, not only on those from the most deprived families. Furthermore, reducing inequalities, especially by boosting the wealth of those on low income, will likely improve behavioural outcomes. This also points towards the need to identify the factors that increase the risk for behavioural problems in families with low and medium incomes so that interventions can be targeted to these particularly vulnerable socioeconomic groups in order to reduce behavioural problems in the population.
It remains unclear how certain SES groups respond to mental health care services and interventions and what programmes may be most effective. However, previous research suggests that individuals with low-and medium-income are less likely to access mental health services (37, 38) . Together with our findings highlighting significant differences in prevalence rates as well as the level of antisocial symptoms across income groups, it is important to increase the access to mental health services among these groups. ¹Estimates for the covariates included in the model available from the corresponding author.
